A thorough analisys of the charged particles dynamics on the basis of the matrix formalism up to the 3-rd order incluisve for the sector dipole magnets is usually held in a curvelinear coordinate system. In those cases, whenever the dipole is not a sectoral one, transformation to the curvelinear coordinates, associated with the trajecto of the central particle of the beam, doesn't proove itself,%cause of the difficulty of the physical interpretation of the obtained results.That makes necessary to analyse the dynamics of the beam in the bending magnet in the artesian (rectangular) coordinate system.
Motion Equation in the Rectangular (Cartesian)

Coordinates. Linear Approximation
It is well known that the motion of the charged particle with e charge qand mass m ina magnetic field with the induction b is determined by the hrentz force: The index "e" -shows -that the coeffs were obtained in rectangular (C esian) m r d i n te s stem. With +3,..,6 funcrions R&, f l a r e linear on adcomespond with the general type (TRANSPORT-type). We define the decomposition coeffs (1.4) following the formalism [21. The result form of the motion equation in the X-and Y-plane is the following 
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forms of the 1-st order coeffs. The driving forces of the 3-rd order coeffs Uijkl(6) have a more complicated form. We notice that the "angle" elements of the matrix (i=2,4) are calculated by differentiating on s of the "coordinate" elements (+1,3). 
Linear Approximation
Green functions b projections (s 2 6)
The non-zero matrix elements Rv
s, =po sin s/po , c, = cos s/po , sy = y , cy = 1 .
(3.2)
Nonlinear Abberation Coeffs
The non-zero coeffs of the 2-d order:
The 3-rd order: 
We notice that such algorithm might be applied to the research of any multiples of the higher order.
The Realisation of the Method
Themodel described above was used as a basis of it's program realisation on IBM PC/AT. The main problem, as we stated before, was that the decom sition of the motion equation 
